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Strong.  Stout.  Sturdy.



MODEL 

NUMBER
CAPACITY

MIN 

HEIGHT

MAX 

HEIGHT

SADDLE 

DIAMETER

HANDLE 

LENGTH
LENGTH WIDTH HEIGHT

WEIGHT 

LBS

53300 3 Ton 4-3/4” 18-1/8” 4-1/4” 44” 24-3/4” 13-5/8” 6-1/4” 69

53350 3.5 Ton 5-1/8” 21” 4-1/4” 48-1/2” 28-3/4” 14-3/8” 6-1/4” 92

MODEL 

NUMBER
CAPACITY

MIN 

HEIGHT

MAX 

HEIGHT
REACH LENGTH WIDTH HEIGHT

WEIGHT 

LBS

56220 22 Ton 8-1/4” 17-3/4” 61” 24” 14-1/2” 10-1/2” 98

2 pc handle includes bumper pad for additional 
vehicle protection 

Effortless air operation 

Release valve allows operation  
with handle in any position

Long handle allows easy access  
to truck lifting points

Jumbo wheels provide effortless 
travel even on rough terrain

Fully welded hydraulic unit for maximum 
durability and leak free operation

Narrow chassis design fits easily 
between tandem wheels

Built-in safety valve prevents accidental 
overload and improves operator safety

Crowned front wheels decrease 
surface contact on the floor  
for quick and easy transport

Built-in safety valve prevents accidental 
overload and improves operator safety

Heavy duty steel 
construction increases 
strength and durability Powder coat paint 

provides corrosion 
and scratch resistance

Universal joint technology 
delivers a smooth and 
controlled descent 

Double pump hydraulic 
system maximizes speed 
without compromising 
performance

2 pc handle includes 
bumper pad for 
additional vehicle 
protection 

ALL PRODUCTS MEET OR EXCEED 2014 PASE/ASME STANDARDS

53300

56220

53350
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MODEL 

NUMBER
CAPACITY AIR FITTING

MIN 

HEIGHT

MAX 

HEIGHT
LENGTH WIDTH HEIGHT

WEIGHT 

LBS

54200 20 Ton 1/4” NPT 10-1/4” 19-3/4” 6” 5” 10-1/4” 37

MODEL 

NUMBER
CAPACITY

MAX 

HEIGHT
WIDTH LENGTH HEIGHT

TOTAL 

WEIGHT LBS

55040 4 Ton 21" 8-7/16" 7-1/16" 14" 20

55060 6 Ton 24-3/8" 11" 9-3/4" 15-3/4" 32

55220 22 Ton 19-11/16" 9-7/8" 9-7/8" 13-5/16" 64

Safety bypass system 
prevents accidental 
overload

External return springs 
accelerate ram retraction 
for maximum productivity 

Fully welded construction 
provides maximum strength  
and leak free operation

Aluminum air motor design delivers  
fast, consistent, and reliable operation

Effortless air operation 
reduces user fatigue

Large saddle allows better contact 
with the load and improves safety

Multiple hole locations for 
quick and easy adjustment 

Ratchet bar is made 
from ductile iron for 
dependable strength 
and toughness

Large v-shaped saddle allows 
better contact with the load 
and improves safety 

Wide pyramid base design 
provides added support 
and security

Height adjustment pin is tethered 
to the stand to prevent loss 

Multi-position ratchet bar 
instantly locks into place 
during adjustment 

Pin style design provides maximum 
security even under the heaviest loads 

High-grade forged steel 
and welded frame design 
for maximum durability

Heavy gauge steel frame design delivers 
maximum durability and prevents warpage 

Jumbo wheels provide effortless 

Narrow chassis design fits easily 

surface contact on the floor 

Since 1969, the Viking series by AFF has become 

synonymous with value and performance!

54200

55040

55060

55220
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300 Corporate Drive 
Elgin, IL 60123

Phone: 800-323-7402 
Fax: 847-717-8419

orders.usa@surewerx.com 
affjaxx.com  
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